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The Great TT The TT Coast and Countryside Tour has a secret side mission! If you’ve 
completed Leg 1, the TT City Tour, you’ll know the missing location 
from that leg. But why was it dropped from the tour? We think a 
mystery item is the key and need some super secret agents to crack 
the code and figure out what it is. Our Tour Bus Driver has received 
an envelope containing some symbols and a set of clues. We believe 
one of the symbols is the mystery item... 

How to crack the code:
Our route stops at each of the 15 National 
Parks in the UK. Solve the clue linked to 
each National Park to identify one of 
the symbols below. Don’t guess! Online 
research is needed! Cross each symbol off 
as you go and you’ll be left with one at 
the end - the mystery item! 
Submit your answer at: https://bit.ly/TTStaycation

Stop 01 Dartmoor
This area is known for its iconic 
rocky features. There are over 160 
of these granite outcrops. One of 
the symbols shows one of them. 

Stop 04 Pembrokeshire Coast
Part of the beauty of this stop is 
it’s MCZ. Find out what it stands 
for and you’ll know which 
mammal you might spot there!

Stop 07 Yorkshire Dales
Rolling hills provide the scenic 
backdrop to this stop on the tour, 
but it’s what’s usually hidden that 
is of interest. Nyctalus noctula?

Stop 10 Cairngorms
In winter and you can enjoy three 
of Scotland’s five ski resorts! All 
year round this National Park has 
five of six of Scotland’s highest...

Stop 13 Broads
A boat trip is the ideal way to spot 
this slippery regular of the Broads. 
The Lord of the Manor of Ely was 
once paid his rent in these!

Stop 02 Exmoor
Up for some wildlife spotting? The 
creature you’re after is the largest 
wild land mammal in England but 
it can be hard to spot! 

Stop 05 Snowdonia
Scenery galore awaits you, but 
you need to delve deeper for 
some myths and legends. Identify 
Gelert to solve this one!

Stop 08 Lake District
Forget mountains and lakes, four 
mysterious items are what you 
seek. One of the four is in a field at 
the end of Castle Lane, Keswick!

Stop 11 Northumberland
Sit back and enjoy England’s 
‘last known wilderness’. Then spot 
what lies along this National Park’s 
southern border for this clue.

Stop 14 South Downs
As we wander along the top 
of the Seven Sister’s white cliffs, 
keep an eye out for Adonis and 
the Duke of Burgundy to solve this!

Stop 03 Brecon Beacons
A bit of a riddle this one. What 
might you see here that comes 
after Welsh Mountain, Welsh 
Section A and pit? 

Stop 06 Peak District
These items dot the landscape but 
didn’t fall off stone cars. They were 
once used in mills to make corn, flour, 
pins, needles, cutlery, even paper.

Stop 09 Loch Lomond/Trossachs

This stop is full of features said to 
be the haunts of supernatural 
creatures. Puck’s Glen has 
dozens of this item along its trail.

Stop 12 North York Moors
Take in the pretty pink and purple 
heathers across the moors, then 
identify what you can see here at 
the fringe festival in October 2021.

Stop 15 New Forest
Last stop! Solve the riddle to get 
this final answer: What has bark 
but does not bite and sun and 
rain increase their height? 
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